I, Sandeep C(173300004), contesting for Web and Comp Secretary of Hostel 14, if elected propose to do the following

**Key Initiatives:**

- Up gradation of present website (Technologies – JS, PHP, MySQL) and to include Resident’s personal page which contains information like mess bill, sport’s activities among other’s.
- Include a Q&A/FAQ section.

**Computer Room:**

- Regular servicing of systems and Printer and refilling cartridges and A4 sheets for printing.
- Update basic software’s to latest versions.
- Regular updates of the rules on using of computer room and ensuring safety of the systems.

**Website**

- Links/Videos for LAN and WiFi Router set-up, Sports(During GC) and music’s.
- Catalogues of available sports equipment’s and music instruments and books.
- Regular updates of event’s section.

**Others**

- Regular checks on working of CCTV cameras and computers.
- Verifying each and every LAN complaint.
- Ensuring regular visits from LAN Vendor.

**Council**

- Active participation in hostel events and council meeting.
- Help other council member’s in the areas where I can assist.